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ABSTRACT

A proposed design for a tensor polarized deuterium target

(~10 atoms/cm ) for nuclear physics studies In an electron storage ring

accelerator is presented. The deuterium atoms undergo electron spin exchange

with a highly polarized sodium vapor; this polarization is transferred to the

deuterium nuclei via the hyperfine interaction. The deuterium nuclei obtain

their tensor polarization through repeated electron spin exchange/hyperfIne

interactions. The sodium vapor polarization is maintained by standard optical

pumping techniques. Model calculations are presented in detail leading to a

discussion of the expected performance and the technical obstacles to be

surmounted in the development of such a target.

OVERVIEW

Earlier in this conference, R. Holt has presented the physics

motivation for reaction studies with tensor polarized deuterons with high

energy electrons. Holt also discussed the technical feasibility of carrying

out these reaction studies with an internal target in electron ring

accelerator using electron spin exchange with an optically pumped Na vapor to

tensor polarize deuterium nuclei.

Nearly all of the theoretical analyses used in target modeling was

developed by M, Peshkin. In Pushkin's absence, I shall attempt to give an

Introduction and synopsis of the general theory. This discussion will be

preceded by a general description of the basic physical components of a target

system based on electron spin exchange. Numerical results and del. lied design

considerations will also be presented for a target operated in the molecular

flow regime.
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In more detail, a set of coupled rate equations Is derived to

describe the time evolution of the spin density of the deuterium nucleus (and

<ts electron) undergoing spin exchange collisions with a polarized sodium

vapor. These equations ere solved to obtain the expected tensor polarization

of the deuterium nucleus as a function of the average number of spin exchange

collisions with a vapor of Na atoms of a given electron polarization. While

this solution (referred to as the First In First Out model, FIFO) is of

pedagogic interest, we find that it is not appropriate for describing the

achievable deuterium polarization in the proposed target system under

molecular flow conditions. However, by reinterpreting these equations as a

description of the statistical ensemble of deuterium atoms flowing through the

polarization cell, we are able to suitably modify the FIFO rate equations to

contain the effect of deuterium flow as a depolarization mechanism. The

average deuterium spin density is then identified as the equilibrium (t -»•«>)

solution of chese equations. This Equilibrium Flow (EF) model predicts a

significantly lower target polarization than the FIFO model for a moderate

number of spin exchange collisions. Deuterium depolarization due to cell wall

collisions is easily accommodated in the EF model. We find a limit to the

achievable tensor polarization of the deuterium target given by the

polarization cell dimensions, Ma density, Na-D spin exchange cross section

(10 cm ), and the deuterium wall depolarization probability. A

polarization cell design is proposed which attempts to minimize the Na density

and cell operating temperature (3 x 101-2 atoms/cm3 @ 232° C). This design

yields a limiting tensor polarization, t20 " 0.3, when the wall depolarization

probability is 10"3.

The achievable deuterium flow rate and target thickness with this

polarization are found to be strongly related to the maximum power of the

laser light (used to optically pump or align the sodium vapor) which one can

"put through" the Na into the D atoms. Using "low power" optical pumping rate

equations in a model framework analogous to the EF model (ignoring high power

density effects), we have roughly estimated that a target thickness of

2.3 x 10 1 5 D atoms/cm2 and a flow of 4 x lO1^ D atoms/sec are attainable. The

limiting tensor polarization, t20 " 0 . 3 , can be achieved if one can optically

pump a 1 cm thick Na vapor (density •= 3 x 10 atoms/cm3) to a 95% electron

polarization while putting ~650 mW of laser power (angular momentum transfer

rate) through the Na vapor. This corresponds to an incident laser power of



~2 W (one pass through the cell) with complete frequency coverage of the

Doppler broadened optical transition and a Na wall depolarization probability

of 10" . We have ignored other depolarization mechanisms such as radiation

trapping which might well be important at these high Na and laser power

densities. Ignoring possible limits from Na optical pumping we believe our

model remains valid up to target thicknesses of 8 x 10 D atoms/cm . Thicker

targets generally correspond to a shorter molecular mean free path such that

molecular collisions begin to play a role and our basic assumption of

molecular flow becomes invalid.

POLARIZATION CELL BASIC COMPONENTS AND PROCESSES

In this section the basic components of a system to produce a

polarized deuterium target by optical pumping-spin exchange with a Na vapor

are discussed; and the atomic and nuclear processes necessary for the

production of nuclear polarization are reviewed.

The deuterium polarization process Is best idealized as a somewhat

ordered sequence of physical Interactions at the atomic and nuclear level

schematically represented in Fig. 1. The optically pumped Na vapor (electron

polarized) transfers angular momentum to the deuterium atom ensemble

(previously RF dissociated) via atomic electron spin exchange. In the absence

of a strong magnetic field, the hyperfine interaction transfers some portion

pf this angular momentum to the nucleus. Meanwhile, the Na vapor polarization

is replenished and a second spin exchange collision repolarizes the deuterium

electron with hyperfine interactions polarizing the nucleus. After at least

two spin exchange collisions, the deuterium nucleus ensemble has some degree

of tensor (and vector) polarization. Repeated spin exchange/hyperfine

interactions increase the tensor polarization of the ensemble to some limit

determined by the degree of Na polarization.

Figure 2 shows the basic components of a spin exchange polarization

system with a dissociator bottle feeding atomic deuterium into a spin exchange

cell. A liquid Na pot is heated to maintain the desired Na density in the

slightly hotter spin exchange cell (to prevent Na condensation on the cell

walls). A set of Helmholtz coils (not shown) provide a weak magnetic field

(5 Gauss) aligned along the polarization axis. Polarized deuterium (and some

Na) flow out of the end spout which may be collected in an appropriate



Figure 1: The deuterium tensor polarization process. Optically pumped Na and
RF dissociated D2 undergo repeated electron spin exchange/hyperfine
interactions.
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Figure 2: The ba3lc components of a spin exchange polarization cell to
produce tensor polarized deuterium.



containment cell or simply used as an atomic beam. The spout and cell

dimensions (discussed later) are chosen so as to contain the deuterium and Na

for a time sufficient to allow for the desired number of spin exchange

collisions. This general design is based on the presumed limitation that the

deuterium dissociation must take place outside of the polarizing region. We

have also assumed that the deuterium emitted through the spout cannot be

recycled back into spin exchange cell because it would most likely be

recomblned into D2 n°r dissociated again because.of Na contamination. This

technique of tensor polarizing deuterium is Initially quite attractive because

of its mechanical simplicity (no sextupole magnets or high-speed vacuum pumps)

relative to conventional atomic beam sources. However, there are some

forseeable technical obstacles in the development of such a target Including

high power density optical pumping, high efficiency dissociation, and cell

wall coatings which sufficiently minimize both D recombination and

depolarization.

The Na vapor in the spin exchange cell Is spin polarized by a

"standard" optical pumping technique. The cell is illuminated by circularly

polarized Na D^ light (5896 A) (from a dye laser) which excites the S1/2"
pl/2

electron transition in the Na atoms. The circularly polarized light in effect

pumps angular momentum into the Na atom vapor by repeated excitation and

spontaneous emission which eventually spin polarizes the outer unpaired

electron of a Na atom as well as its nuclei via the hyperfine interaction.

Although optical pumping of Na and other alkali vapors has been studied for

many years'-" , the efficient pumping of a relatively thick vapor, without a

buffer gas as required for our application, Is still mostly unexplored.

The initial preparation of the deuterium is to break apart or

dissociate the natural diatomic configuration of deuterium. The cross section

for Na-D electron spin exchange is of the order of 10"^ cm2 (100 A2) though

for T>2 this cross section is about a factor of 10 smaller. Since all atoms

which come out of the dissociator also pass through the spin exchange cell and

eventually contribute to the target thickness, a high dissociation fraction is

a prerequisite to obtaining a high target polarization. We are currently

pursuing the "standard" technique" of radio frequency (RF) dissociation in an

appropriately tuned cavity. While this technique is well known, the

dissociators of standard atomic beam sources are operated so as to give a high



current of atoms with the undissociated gas being pumped away after magnetic

separation. However, it has been demonstrated that dissociation fractions of

95% are obtainable using RF dissociation.6"7

TENSOR NUCLEAR POLARIZATION BY ELECTRON SPIN EXCHANGE

In this section we will explain how one obtains tensor polarized

deuterium by electron spin exchange. At first glance one might think this to

be impossible since the spin exchange involves spin 1/2 particles and the

deuterium nucleus is a spin 1 particle. However, in the absence of a strong

magnetic field the nuclear spin and electron spin are coupled system by virtue

of the hyperfine interaction. When a spin exchange occurs it momentarily

decouples these spins due to the locally strong magnetic moments of the

interacting electrons. This is another way of saying that in a spin exchange

Interaction the nucleus is a spectator.

A deuterium atom can be thought of as having a total spin F with a

z-projection m or as a nucleus with spin l(*l) and projection m^ and an

electron with spin j(=l/2) and projection m. (P - 1 + J, .n^mj+mi). The (F,ra)

basis is appropriate for describing the time evolution of the deuterium atom

in a weak magnetic field (see Fig. 3); i.e., states in this basis are energy

eigenstates of the system. However, during the brief moment of a spin

exchange Interaction, the "appropriate basis" is the (m^m.) basis change of

m, is possible. After a spin exchange interaction, the system in effect

relaxes by means of the hyperfine interaction into other (nij,m.) states

preserving only, F and m.

An unpolarized deuterium atom starts with all of the six possible

spin states equally populated. For the sake of illustration, let us consider

a deuterium atom in a particular (F,m) state, (F=3/2,m«=-l/2) [see Fig. 4a] and

trace the development of this system through a few spin exchange collisions

with perfectly polarized Na atoms (with the z-projection of their electron

spin always equal to +1/2). The black dots in the succession of diagrams in

Fig. 4 indicate some probability for measuring the deuterlun atom in that

particular state (— diagonal elements of a probability density matrix). We

see that the initial state shown in Fig. 4a is a pure state in the (F,m) basis

but in the (m£,m«) basis this state vector has two components. The relative

size of these two dots is not significant. (From simple angular momentum
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Figure A: The chain of events in the process of spin exchange/hyperfine
Interactions with perfectly polarized Na vapor for a particular
initial state of a deuterium atom. a) Initial state of a
particular deuterium atom b) state at the moment after electron
spin exchange c) after hyperfine relaxation d) at the moment
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coupling one expects the v. lio of the state populations, (m^-O,m««-l/2)/(m»

«-l,nu~+l/2) • 2). Figure 4b shows the result of spin exchange interaction

with our perfectly polarized Na. Here, the fraction of the initial state

population with nij~-l/2 is changed to a component with tni~+l/2 leaving the

nuclear spin projection, m^-0, at its original value. Notice that both the

F»3/2 and F»l/2 receive a portion of the population by the spin exchange

process which does not preserve F. Immediately, following the spin exchange

(Fig. 4c), the hyperfine Interaction redistributes the state population into

the (mi-+l,mi»-l/2) as well as the (m£»0,mt»-i/2) components. Figure 4d shows

the state population following an additional spin exchange interaction where

there is some probability of finding the deuterium atom in the (mi=+l,m.«H-l/2)

state. It should be clear that as the number of spin exchange interactions

increase so does the population of this state component (if there are no

depolarizing processes occurring). The tensor polarization of a deuterium

nucleus, t20 for a state population, pm is

t20 •= [3(p.1+p+1)-2]//2. (1)

Therefore, tensor polarization of our deuterium nucleus also increases as the

number of spin exchange interactions such that p_^ + 0 and p+i • 1 and

fc20 * 1/^2» A vector polarization is also acquired by the deuterium nucleus

since the p_^ and p.,, state populations are unequal. From thi.« specific

example it should also be evident that a completely unpolarized deuterium

nucleus also acquires some degree of both vector and tensor polarization after

a few electron spin exchange collisions. As the reader may noticed, we have

implicitly assumed that the spin exchange collisions occur at a rate much

slower than the hyperfine mixing time. This assumption is valid for the

systems we will consider; where spin exchange collisions occur about once

every 10 sec as compared to the hyperfiwfe* mixing time of 10 sec.

FIRST IN FIRST OUT MODEL

In this section, the basic rate equation used for computing the

population density of deuterium nuclear spin states .'s derived for an

arbitrary electron spin polarization of the Na vapor. Generalizing the

specific example of the previous section for the six possible spin states

deuterium, we shall represent the deuterium atom population density by a six



element column vector, p. (These six elenents are the diagonal elements of

the density matrix in a quantum mechanical description of the system. We

shall ignore the off-diagonal elements of this matrix which is equivalent to

assuming there is no phase coherence between consecutive spin

exchange/hyperfine interactions. For systems of gases having completely

random interactions, this assumption seems well Justified. ) The spin

exchange and hyperfine mixing processes are identified as six by six matrices,

N and L, which act upon p at a given rate, r. The rate, r, is simply the spin

exchange rate with the proviso that each spin exchange is followed by a

hyperfine interaction which "completely" mixes the electron and nuclear spin

for a given (F,m) prior to the next spin exchange collision-

The deuterium population density vector, p(t+At), is given in terms

of p(t) by the following matrix difference equation:

p(t+At) - (l-rAt)p(t) + (rAt)LNp(t). (2)

The product, rAt gives the probability *f a spin exchange reaction in a time

At. Thus, given a spin exchange collision the matrix product LN acts on p.

If a spin exchange does not occur, given by the probability (1-rAt), then p is

unaffected. Using the spin exchange basis (mj,m«), let: the elements of p, p^

be identified with deuterium state populations in the following manner:

Pi
P2

"3
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where q is the probability that given a spin exchange interaction the Na

electron has r spin z~projection of +1/2. Taking the limit At + 0, Eq. 2

becomes the differential equation,

p - r(LN-l)p, (5)

having ^he formal sol-ition,

p(t) - e^N-l)Xpo<

where X (=rt) is the average number of spin exchange collisions after a time

t; and p^ is the t=0 boundary condition which we will take as a completely

unpolarized system; thus, (Po^k=^^^ ^ O r ^=1-6.

Eq. 6 is the solution to the problem represented In Fig. 5. At

time, I 0 (X«=0), a deuterium atom enters a polarized Na vapor after some

finite time interval this atom will have undergone (on the average) a certain

number spin exchange collisions; what is its spin state population density?

As indicated in Fig. 5, since the absolute location of the atom is uncertain,

one must imagine some external means of tracking the atom of interest and then

performing the spin state measurement at the time of interest. For a series

of atoms entering the Na vapor, this model requires that we always measure the

atoms in the sequence that they entered, namely, Flrct In First Out (FIFO).

'Figure 6 shows the average tensor and vector polarization of the deuterium

versus X for the FIFO nroblem computed7 from Eqs. 1 and 5 for various sodium

polarizations, PM = 2q-l. We see that after 5 spin exchange collisions, theNa

tensor polarization has nearly reached its maximum value for a particular

sodium polarization.

EQUILIBRIUM FLOW

While the FIFO model is invaluable as pedagogic exercise, we snail

show that it does not adequately predict the performance of a "flow-through"

polarization cell depicted in Fig. 2 under the conditions of molecular flow.

Ultimately, we would like to predict the average tensor polarization of the

deuterium atoms which emerge at the end of spin exchange cell spout. Upon

restricting the pressure and temperature of the deuterium gas in the cell such



First In First Out:
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Figure 5: The problem solved by the FIFO model including a qualified
measurement technician.
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that the mean free path for atomic collisions is greater than the linear

dimensions of the cell, the motion of the D atoms is dominated Dy collisions

with the cell walls (referred to as molecular flow). Those atoms which do

emerge from the cell spout have been effectively randomized such that there is

very little correlation between when a particular atom enters the cell and

when it leaves through the spout. We shall assume there is no correlation;

such that the spout serves to, in effect, sample the average polarization of

the deuterium in the cell.

For a steady flow of atoms through the cell, every D atom lost

through the spout is replaced by an unpolarized D atom from the dissociator.

In its effect on the steady-state spin population in the cell, this flow is

simply a closed loop process where atoms are depolarized at some fixed rate

(see Fig. 7). This effect is easily included in a model if we reinterpret the

population density vector, p, from the FIFO model as representing the spin

population of all atoms inside the spin exchange cell. The depolarizing

process of deuterium flow becomes just another "interaction" which adds an

unpolarized state population, PQ at a rate of (1/TC); where Tc is the average

time a D atom spends in the cell. From the Equilibrium Flow (EF) viewpoint,

Eq. 2 becomes

p(t+At) - (1-rAt -At/Tc )p(t) + (rAt)LNp(t) + (At/Tc)pQ; (7)

which becomes the differential equation,

p - r(LN-l-l/rTc)p + po/Tc (8)

We are interested in the solution of Eq. 8 in the limit t + « where

polarization of the deuterium has reached a steady-state. Again taking the

boundary condition that at t=0, P=PQ» i f c c a n b e shown that

P - Peq - l-rTc(LN-l-l/rTc)J" lp0 . (9)

t + «.

Remembering that r is the number of spin exchange collisions per D atom per

sec, we recognize that rTc«=X. In the EF model, X is the average number of

spin exchange collisions a D atom makes before escaping from the cell. The



Equilibrium Flow

Figure 7: Equilibrium Flow (EF) model makes the deuterium flow through the
cell just a depolarizing process.



definition of X In both the EF and FIFO models are quite similar and provide a

common basis for comparison as shown Fig. 8. While the FIFO model

exponentially approaches the limiting polarization as X gets large, the EF

model approaches the same limit but much more slowly. Indeed, for X=5, the

FIFO model gives a t2Q»0.5 where the EF model has a t2Q*=0.3. The lack of

dependence of the spin population on location of the spout relative to the

cell entrance serves as a reminder that the deuterium polarization predicted

by the EF model Is the average polarization Inside the cell. Indeed, the FIFO

prediction gives a upper limit to a possibly higher polarization for atoms

emerging from the spout due to a polarization gradient from the cell input to

output spout. However, in the cell design discussed later, the Na-D spin

exchange collisions are a factor of 100 below the number of wall collisions

which should serve to eliminate polarization gradients.

EQUILIBRIUM FLOW WITH CELL WALL DEPOLARIZATION

So far we have shown, that the deuterium spin state population

expected from polarization cell operating under molecular flow conditions is

given by the following expression:

peq -= I-X(LN-1-1/X)l"
lpo, (10)

where X is the average number of spin exchange collisions a D atom makes

before emerging from the polarization cell. Letting Tw be the average time

between D-atom wall collisions, depolarization due to these collisions is

easily accounted for by making the following replacement in Eq. 9:

1/TC + (1/TC + D p/T w); (11)

a given wal

atom. Eq. 10 can then be rewritten as

where D_ Is the probability a given wall collision depolarizes the colliding D

Peq - [-Xeff(LN-l-l/Xeff)]"
1P0, (12)

where Xe£f is the effective number of spin exchange collisions,

1/Xeff - (1 + DpTc/Tw)/X,

- (1 + OpW)/X. (13)
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The parameter, W-Tc/Tw, is simply the number of wall collisions an atom makes

before escaping from the spin exchange cell. Using Xeff in place of X, the EF

model curves in Fig. 8 can be used to predict target performance when there

are depolarizing wall collisions.

The depolarization probability, D, can be further broken down to

include different depolarization rates for different regions inside the

cell. In particular, we will consider collisions with the cell wall material

to have a characteristic depolarization probability, Dw and assume that when

D-atoms strike the entrance to the Na pot they always emerge from this region

completely depolarized. Therefore, the depolarization probability can be

written as,

D p- (Ap/Ac + Dw(l-Ap/Ac), (14)

where A and Ac are tlie Na pot entrance area and the spin exchange cell wall

area.

THE CELL PERFORMANCE-DESIGN CONNECTION FOR DEUTERIUM

In the previous section we found that the effective number of spin

exchange collisions a D-atom makes before leaving the polarization region,

Xe££ determines the extent of deuterium tensor polarization observed at the

cell exit for a given Na vapor polarizoLion. In this section we show that for

a polarisation cell operating in the n jlecular flow regime Xe^£ is independent

of the deuterium flow rate. Indeed, Xe^£ is shown to be determined only by

cell geometry, the Na-D electron spin exchange cross section (o"ex)» the

material depolarization probability (Dw), and the Na vapor pressure (pNa) at

the chosen operating temperature (T). General expressions for Xef£ are

developed in terms of the cell configuration shown in Fig. 9. "Optimum" cell

dimensions are selected and the limits to cell performance are discussed in

the following section.

There are four regions in the polarization cell (Fig. 9) whose gas

conductances come into play: the Na pot neck between the Na pot and the spin

exchange cell (length, 1 and diameter, d ), the spin exchange cell (lc and

d ), the exit spout (I and dq)» and the dissociator neck between dlssociator

and spin exchange cell. To simplify oui model calculations, a number of

reasonable assumptions are made. These include 1) the dissociator bottle and
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Na pot are large reservoirs whose conductances can be Ignored, 2) both Na and

deuterium atoms undergo molecular flow in the spin exchange cell and spout,

and 3) backflow of Na and deuterium from the cell into the dissociator is

negligible. This last assumption implies that the dissociator neck should be

designed with a very small conductance as compared to that of the rest of the

polarization cell. This necessarily leads to much higher deuterium gas

pressure in dissociator than in the cell; and one would should expect the

deuterium flow in the neck to be in the so called transition region10 where

atomic collisions cannot be ignored.

For convenience let us define the general tube conductance factor, Ca;

Ccf da
2/1.06(l+31a/4da) (15)

where the subscript a can take on value of p, c, or s indicating a dependence

on the Na pot neck, spin exchange ceil, or spout dimensions, respectively.

The average Na density, nNfl in the spin exchange cell is related to

the Na vapor pressure, the conductance of Ha pot neck, and to a lesser extent,

the conductances of the cell and spout. The Na vapor pressure, p^a in Torr

can be parameterized as:

PNa(T) •= [1O(9.235-5567/T)]/Tl/2) ( 1 6 )

where T is the temperature in degrees K. Defining the total conductance

factor from the Na pot through the spout as,

CT = [ 1/Cp + 1/CS + 1/CC ] , (17)

then the Na density in atoms/cnr can be shown to be,

nNfl - pna(T) CT[1/Ca) + 1/2CC] 9.66 x 1018/T (18)

In order to prevent the condensation of Na on the spin exchange cell

and spout walls, the temperature of these regions must be kept slightly higher

than that of the Na pot. Eq. 18 was derived from standard molecular flow

formulas10 for flow through coaxial tubes. The 90-degree bends between the



spin exchange cell and the Na pot neck or spout were ignored since the

conditions, 6^>>dn and d/.>>do, are satisfied for the specific cell design
CD Co

considered la ter .

The average number of wall collisions an atom experiences before

escaping a containment vessel, W, is given only by the cell geometry. For the

general cel l layout shown In Fig. 9,

W - 4AC(1/CS + L/2CC)]/TT; (19)

where Ac Is the spin exchange cell wall area. The number of spin exchange

collisions a D atom maV.es in the spin exchange cell can be shown to be

directly related to W according the formula,

X - 4(1 + 2/23)1/2VcnNaaexW/Ac, (20)

where Vc is the spin exchange cell volume. A conservative estimate of the Na-

D spin exchange cross section, afix is 5 x 10 cm' which comes from

measurements of similar atomic reactions. Substituting this result into Eq.

13 from the previous section,

Xeff = 4(1 + 2/23)1/2VcnNaaexV/Ac(l+DpW), (21)

.for completeness we rewrite Eq. 14 as,

Dp = R + Dw(l-R), R«=Ap/Ac. (22)

The above equations complete the connection between cell performance and

design.

AN "OPTIMIZED" CELL DESIGN

Presented in this section are cell dimensions "optimized" so as to

minimize depolarizing wall collisions yet still contain the D atoms for a time

period long enough to allow for sufficient spin exchange collisions, %eff

Initially, from Eq. 21, one might expect to accofpHsh this goal by

diminishing the number of wall collisions, W, vhile Increasing the Na density



to maintain Xe££. However, increasing the Na density Independent of W

requires increasing the cell operating temperature. Generally, cell wall

coatings become less effective at higher temperatures resulting in the

product, D_W in the denominator becoming large, thus diminishing Xe££. In

addition, the ability to maintain a Na polarization above 90% for higher Na

densities (thicknesses) becomes limited by available laser power and other

effects discussed later. As a cell design criterion, we chose to sacrifice

half of spin exchange wall collisions to depolarization to keep both the Na

density and cell temperature reasonably low; i.e, Xe£f»X/2. This design

restriction when substituted into Eq. 13 implies thaC

DpW=l. (23)

In order to direct ly relate D- to the wall material depolarization

probabil i ty , Dw; we require the polarization losses due to D-atoms colliding

with the Na pot entrance to be equal to those with the cel l wall; I . e , from

Eq. 22

-R) = Dw. (24)

Since R<<1,

D p ~ 2DW. (25)

1 O

From studies of rubidium optical pumping with different wall coatings , one

ir.ight hope that a cell wall coating can be developed for deuterium (and Na) to

give Dw«=5 x 1 0 . Eq. 25 then implies D "=10 froii which we conclude that the

cell dimensions must allow for 1000 wall collisions (according to Eq. 23).

While a complete optimization has not been carried out, a set of

cell dimensions has been found by a trial-and-error technique which gives 1000

wall collisions (Eq. 19), and for a Na density of 3.1 x 10 atoms/cm ,

results In a Xfiff=5 (Eq. 21). Following the notation of Fig. 9, these

dimensions are

0.06 cm, 1 = 0.06 cm;

0.75 cm, l c - 2.06 cm;

0.20 cm; 1 = 1.00 cm. (26)



The Na pot neck diameter (d = 0.6 mm) is constrained by Eq. 24,

which requires R«A_/AC ~ 5 x 1 0 . In order to keep the gas conductance of

the Na pot neck low while maintaining some mechanical strength in the cell-pot

connection, we have chosen the pot entrance tube length 1_" 0.6 mm also.

Thus, according to Eq. 18, a Na pot temperature of 232° C gives the necessary

Na density in the spin exchange cell. The spin exchange cell and spout should

be kept at a temperature slightly higher than this to prevent Na condensation

on the cell and spout walls. In spite of our attempts to minimize the

temperature, attaining a wall material depolarization of 5 x 10 at cell

temperatures in the range o£ 235° C would seem to be major technical

obstacle. However, we know of no experimental depolarization studies in this

temperature range.

With Xeff=5 and a Na polarization equal to 95%, the EF model

predicts that the tensor polarization of the target is limited to t£Q < 0.3

(from Fig. 8). Of course, the extent of the Na vapor polarization in an

operational cell is determined by the rate at which depolarizing spin exchange

collisions (and other losses) can be counteracted by the laser optical pumping

process, which is the topic of the following sections.

A MATTER OF ENGLISH

The tensor polarization of the deuterium atoms as they pass through

the spin exchange cell can be viewed as a transfer of angular momentum from

circularly polarized photons through the Na vapor to the D atoms. We propose

to name the rate at which this transfer occurs, "English", in analogy to the

term used in the game of billiards or pool. The polarizing photon is

analogous to a cue stick which sets the Na atom, the cue ball (an

intermediary), into a spinning motion. The spin of the cue ball can then be

used to "knock" the other billiard balls, D atoms, into the appropriate

state. English, in the sense we wish to define it, is an angular momentum

impulse transmitted through an intermediary. We also propose that the

appropriate unit for English be watts or the units of power. A single photon

can carry at most one tf of angular momentum, and at given wavelength, a

specific amount of energy; therefore, the angular momentum transfer rate can

be identified with a photon or energy rate, or power.



We can roughly estimate the amount of English necessary to maintain

a perfectly polarized vapor of Na atoms against spin exchange collisions with

an unpolarized flow of D-atoms according to the following formula:

PNa-D " (3/2>XFD /< 2- 9 6 x l°18> watts, (27)

where X is the number of 6pin exchange collisions a D atom makes while flowing

through the polarization cell at a rate, FD in atoms/sec. At 589.6 A (the

optical pumping wavelength), 2.96 x 10 photons'carry a Joule of energy. The

factor of 3/2 crudely accounts for the efficiency of the optical pumping

process in Na (ignoring the nuclear spin). From Eq. 27 a deuterium flow of

4 x 10*' atoms/sec with X=10 requires an English of 2 watts. For molecular

flow with the cell temperature and geometry discussed earlier, this flow

corresponds to a density of the deuterium in the cell of 1.2 x 10 atoms/cm .

EQUILIBRIUM FLOW OPTICAL PUMPING WITH NA-D ELECTRON SPIN -XCHANGE

For a better estimate of the required English and the polarization

performance of the target system, we need to consider the optical pumping

pr<cess in more detail including its coupling to deuterium polarization

through electron spin exchange. We will develop a set of coupled rate

equations for the Na spin state population"density in a fashion quite

analogous to those derived for the deuterium earlier. The source terms in

these equations are the optical pumping transition probabilities taken from

earlier work by Franzen and Emslie and Raith which are appropriate for low

power optical pumping. By low power we mean that the stimulated emission is

ignored, which may well be an Incorrect assumption for the laser power

densities required. However, we believe stimulated emission effects can only

serve to increase the predicted performance of the target system.

Starting with the optical pumping source term let the Na population

density vector be p'(t), then a matrix difference equation can be written in

fashion similar to the deuterium case as,

p'(t+At) - (l-0oa'At)p'(t) + (0 oAt)BV<t). (28)

The product, 0QAtB' gives the probability that a specific spin state is



populated in the optical pumping process reaction in a time At, where BQ is

the average photon absorption rate per Na atom for unpo a-rized optically thin

Na vapor. The parameter B' is a matrix operator^"1 describing the probability

that a particular state is populated, given a photon absorption has

occurred. The probability that a transition occurs into some state is given

by a* B'lk. Thus the term, (1- Bo«'
At> gives the probability that a

photon absorption has not occurred. (The analogue of a1 in the deuterium spin

exchange expressions turns cut to be equal to 1.) The elements of p1 are

state population probabilities in the (m^,m.) basis; namely,

/,

P A
P ' 5

{ 3/2, 1/2)
( 3/2,-1/2)
( 1/2, 1/2)
( 1/2,-1/2)
(-1/2, 1/2)
(-1/2,-1/2)
(-3/2, 1/2)

\(-3/2,-3/2)

(29)

From our experience with the deuterium system, we can immediately

include the effects of electron spin exchange, Na flow, and wall

depolarization. Let r1 be Na-D spin exchange rate per Na atom, X'eff be the

effective number of Na-D electron spin exchange col l is ions per Na atom, and

the matrices L1 and N1 be the hyperfine and spin exchange operators analogous

-to those defined in the deuterium case; then Eq. 28 becomes:

p ' ( t f A t ) - [1 - ( 8 0 a l + r l + r t / X 1
e f f ) A t ] p ' ( t ) + 1 L ' N 1 ) A t p * ( O + ( r 1 A t / X e f f ) p 1

0 ,

where

L'

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
5/8
3/8
0
0
0
0
0

0
3/8
5/8
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1/2
1/2
0
0
0

0
0
0
1/2
1/2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
5/8
3/8
0

0
0
0
0
0
3/8
5/8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1



Q
1-Q

0
0
0
0
0

Q
1-Q

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
Q

1-Q
0
0
0

0
0
Q

1-Q
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
Q

1-Q
0

0
0
0
0
Q

1-Q
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
Q

0
0
0
0
0
0
Q

0 0 1-Q 1-Q,

where the parameter, Q is the probability that, given a spin exchange

interaction, the deuterium electron has a spin z-projection of +1/2; and

1/X'
e f f

(l+D'pVO/X1.

(30)

(31)

W is the number of wall collisions an atom makes before exiting the cell,

which is completely defined by cell geometry (Eq. 19) and in particular

independent of atomic species (for molecular flow). X1 is the number of

electron spin exchange collisions a Na atom makes before exiting the cell. As

in the deuterium case,

D'. (32)

where D'w is wall material depolarization probability for Na. Generally, we

will assume D'W»=DW.

Taking the limit At •»• 0, Eq. 30 becomes the differential equation,

p' - 6n(B* - a')p' + r'd'N
1 - 1 - 1/X'off)p' + (r'/X* ff)p'n (33)eff^ e f f ^ 0

In the EF approach the Na s t a t e p o p u l a t i o n of i n t e r e s t i s the

e q u i l i b r i u m s o l u t i o n of Eq. 33; i . e . ,

P ' ( t ) - p (
e q = ( - X ' e f f ( Y l B ' - o 1 ] + L'N1 - 1 - 1 / X ' e f f )]mlp'Oi

t •*• =>

(34)

where Y=fWr' . The Na spin state population given above is dependent on the

deuterium electron polarization in the N'(Q) matrix computed from the D spin

state population from Eq. 12. However, the Eq. 12 depends on the Na electron



polarization in the N(q) matrix which is computed from Eq. 34. These

equations are therefore directly coupled in this manner. For completeness we

give below the expressions for the D and Na spin electron spin probabilities,

q and Q, in terms of the population densities:

7 5

<1 " I ( P ' e q ) i . Q - I <Peq>i • <35>
i=odd i"=odd

Eqs. 12, 34 and 35 form a s e t of coupled equations whose s o l u t i o n y i e l d s both

the Na and D spin s t a t e populat ions which are mutually c o n s i s t e n t given three

parameters, X e f £ for the deuterium equat ion , X ' e f f and Y both for the Na

equat ion.

THE CELL PERFORMANCE-DESIGN CONNECTION FOR Na

As a separate system, we have shown that the Na spin s t a t e

populat ion i s determined by the degree of deuterium e l e c t r o n p o l a r i z a t i o n and

the parameters, Y and X ' e f f - In t h i s s e c t i o n , we present the connect ion

between these parameters and - - the p o l a r i z a t i o n c e l l geometry, deute-ium flow

r a t e , Na-D e l e c t r o n spin exchange cross s e c t i o n , the Na D^ l i n e photon

absorpt ion cross s e c t i o n , the Na vapor pressure a t the c e l l operat ing

temperature, the Na wall mater ia l d e p o l a r i z a t i o n p r o b a b i l i t y , and the i n c i d e n t

l a s e r l i g h t power and bandwidth (assumed 100% c i r c u l a r l y p o l a r i z e d ) . As in

the case of the deuterium we w i l l assume the general c e l l layout as shown in

Fig . 9 .

S tar t ing with X ' e f f -X1/(1+D1
pW) (from Eq. 3 1 ) , we can express X ' e f f

in terms of c e l l geometry, the D flow r a t e , the spin exchange c e l l

temperature, and D'w a s ,

X ' e f f * 4 ( 1 + 2 3 / 2 ) l / 2 V c n D a e x W / A c [ l + W( R + D ' w ( l - R ) ) 1, (36)

where

FDW/[3638AC(T/2)1/2], (37)



Is the deuterium density in atoms/cm . The D flow rate is FD in atoms/sec,

and other parameters have been defined in previous sections.

The parameter, Y is the ratio of the average photon absorption rate

per Na atom for an unpolarlzed vapor, BQ t o t n e Na-D electron spin exchange

rate per Na atom, r ' . Thus, Y measures the extent to which the laser light

can replenish polarization losses due to spin exchanges. For molecular flow,

r1 - 4.57xl04nDoex[T(l/23+l/2)]1/2/Tt. (38)

The spectral Intensity I(z+Az) along the z-axls of the cell Is given according

to the formula:

I(z+Az)=l(z)-B(z)eonNaAz/Av (39)

where B(z)-tr(B'p(z)')/tr(B"p'Q) is the normalized photon absorption rate per

Na atom for an arbitrary Na vapor spin population and Av, the absorption

bandwidth. Assuming full coverage of the doppler frequency absorption

bandwidth by the incident light, 6Q is given In terms of the spectral

Intensity, I(z) as,

60-TTcr0fl(z)=4.4xl0"
3l(z) (40)

where c is the speed of light, TQ is the classical radius of the electron, and

f is the oscillator strength for the transition of interest. For an incident

laser power, Pw in watts giving full doppler coverage over an area, ac » ird̂ /A

I(z=O)=PwX/(1.987 x 10"
15 ac) [photons/(sec-cm

2-Hz)] , (41)

where X(-5896 A) Is the wavelength of the Incident light In A.

The Na density in the proposed cell design is far from optically

thin for the incident light intensities anticipated (1-2 watts). Therefore,

BQ becomes dependent on z and thus to obtain the Na polarization, Eqs. 34 and

35 must be evaluated in discrete steps (Az) from the front of the cell at the

incident laser intensity to the back with the aid of Eqs. 39 and 40. Since

the EF model assumes that the Na-D spin exchange collisions occur at random



locations in the cell, the Na electron polarization, q used in the D atom spin

population calculation (Eq. 12) is taken as the average of the z-dependent Na

electron polarizations computed, according to Eq. 35, in discrete steps.

CELL PERFORMANCE

In this section, the cell performance or the tensor polarization of

the deuterium which emerges from the spout is discussed. The numerical

solution of the coupled Na-D spin population equations for the earlier

discussed cell design is presented as a function of the power of the Incident

laser light which is assumed to be perfectly matched to the doppler broadened

absorption bandwidth of the Na vapor including the 1.7 GHz hyperfine splitting

of the S 1 / 2 level (~4 GHz).

From our crude arguments on the required English in an earlier

section, we shall chose a D flowrate of 4 x 10*' atoms/sec with an incident

laser intensity of 2 watts (or 4.5 watts/cm2). With this deuterium flowrate

and the cell parameters given earlier we conclude that the deuterium density,

nD= 1.1 x 10 atoms/cm3 from Eq. 37, the effective number of Na-D spin

exchange collisions per Na-atom, X'eff=3 x 10
3 from Eq. 36, and the Na-D spin

exchange rate, r'« 1.3 * 106/(sec Na-atom) from Eq. 38. We estimate the

maximum target thickness obtainable by an appropriate containment vessel at

the end of the polarization cell spout from the thickness inside the spin

exchange cell, nDlc«= 2.3 x lO^atoms/cnr.

The light absorption rate per Na atom for unpolarized Na, BQ, at the

front of the cell (z«0) for a Av=4 GHz bandwidth equals 1.5 x 10 photons

absorbed/(sec Na-atom). Finally we find compute, Y(z<=0)=B0(z=0)/r
l= 10.8.

Using a iterative computational technique, Eqs. 12, 34 and 35 have

been solved for Y(z=0)=10.8, X'eff=3 x 10
3 and Xef£=5 yielding a deuterium

tensor polarization of 0.28 with a Na electron polarization of 95% and

0.65 watts of laser power absorbed by the Na vapor in spin exchange cell.

This absorbed power should be identified as English since it represents

angular momentum put into the Na vapor which is lost in depolarizing wall

collisions or Na flow or is transferred to the deuterium atoms. (Our crude

English estimate from Eq. 27, based on absorption by an unpolarized vapor,

turns >ut to be a reasonable assessment of the necessary incident laser power

to &( 've high target polarization.) Figure 10 shows the dependence of the
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Figure 10: The expected target tensor polarization (scale on the left) and
absorbed English (scale on the right) for the proposed cell
dimensions, operating temperature, and other design paiameters
(giving a target thickness ~10̂ -* atoms/cm2) versus incident laser
power (see text).



English and the deuterium tensor polarization upon the incident laser power

with all other cell design parameters held constant. From these curves we see

that 1 watt of incident laser power produces an English « 0.57 watts, which

makes more efficient use of laser power at the expense of t2Q"=0.22.

Deuterium recombination Into D2 and other chemical reactions which

remove atomic deuterium from the flow out of dissociator have been ignored in

the previous calculations. Clearly, a deuterium nucleus loses its tensor

polarization in a weak magnetic field when recombination occurs. Also,

deuterium molecules will not interact with the Na and D atoms under conditions

of molecular flow; therefore, molecular deuterium from incomplete dissociation

or recombination inside the spin exchange cell simply contributes a background

of unpolarized deuterium which emerges from the spout and degrades the

observed overall target polarization according to the formula,

t20 " [3(p_1+P+1+f(2/3-p_1+p+1)-2]//2', (42)

in the notation of Eq. 1, where f is the fraction of deuterium atoms in

molecular form and pmi only describes the nuclear spin population of the

deuterium in tnonoatomic form.

We have also ignored Na-Na and D-D spin exchange process in the

previous calculations. The effect of such collisions has been discussed by

Anderson et al.1^ When a large number of spin exchange collisions occur a

spin-spin equilibrium is established such that the population density can be

characterized by a single parameter, the spin temperature.

Since there are so few Na-D spin exchange collisions per atom in our

cell, we do not expect that a single spin temperature would describe the

combined Na and D populations. As for the Na population as separate system,

Na-Na spin exchanges are 2 orders magnitude less frequent than Na-D spin

exchanges, which is an order of magnitude less than the optical pumping . ute

(since Y=10.8); therefore, the Na spin state population is dominated by f e

optical pumping process when conditions of high Na polarization are

maintained. However, for the deuterium population a spin-spin equilibrium is

most likely achieved, since between every Na-D collision an average of 480 D-D

spin exchanges occur. Using the FIFO model in discrete time steps, we have

studied the effect of including D-D spin exchange collisions between Na-D spin



exchanges where the deuterium average electron spin polarization Is recomputed

after each step as Input for the next D-D spin exchange. The results of this

modeling show a 27. effect in t2Q for 5 Na-D spin exchange collisions. Indeed,

the effect of electron spin exchange followed by hyperfine mixing results in a

deuterium population distribution quite close to that given by spin-spin

equilibrium.

TECHNICAL OBSTACLES TO A WORKING TARGET

In order to produce a tensor polarized deuterium target with

t2Q -0.3 and a thickness of 2.3 x 1015 atoms/cm2 (with a D flow of 4 x 1017

atoms/sec), we require a laser with sufficient power and frequency coverage to

optically pump a Na vapor at 235° C to 95% polarization while putting 650 mW

of English through this vapor. Also, the polarization cell wall material must

have a depolarization probability less than or equal to 5 x 10 and a

recombination probability less than or equal to 10~* at 235" C with the

deuterium entering the cell being ~90% dissociated.

f\

As for the laser requirements, we estimate a that 4.5 watts/cm in a

4 GHz bandwidth would do the job with one pass through the spin c-xchange cell.

It may be possible to lower the power requirement by reflecting the beam which

emerges from the cell back into the cell. Also, one could use two lasers

tuned at slight different frequencies to obtain the necessary frequency

.coverage and power. As mentioned earlier our estimates of the necessary laser

power does not include stimulated emission effects which we believe can only

serve to increase the vapor polarization. We have also ignored the

depolarizing effects of "radiation trapping,"^ which may place a practical

limit to the Na density for a given polarization and English. High-power,

high-English, and high-polarization — optical pumping for the Na vapor

density in our range of interest has yet to be demonstrated.

Nearly independent of the necessary optical pumping technology is

the requirement of low depolarization and recombination probabilities for the

cell wall material. We know of no extensive studies of these properties for

any materials in the temperature range interest (235° C). If the requirement

of a low Z optical pumping vapor could be relaxed (originally necessary to

prevent excessive bremsstalling losses in the stored electron beam, lifetimes

~10 hours), a different alkali vapor could be optically pumped giving the same



performance at lower temperatures. Indeed, we have calculated that the

proposed polarization cell design could be operated at 125° C with a rubidium

vapor and similar laser power requirements. This is close to the temperature

where cell wall coatings have been developed for rubidium which give

depolarization probabilities in the 10 range.''
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